COME TO SEE WHY THE MS IN MEDICAL PRODUCT ENGINEERING AT PITT IS MORE THAN JUST A MASTER’S DEGREE

WHY MS-MPE AT PITT?
We will help you identify and bring a medical product innovation to life. We provide a solution through prototype creation in a program with

- Distinct opportunities through top specialized medical facilities and tech companies
- Collaborations alongside industry leaders and esteemed faculty
- Cooperative experience with immersion in the medical/hospital environment

The University of Pittsburgh is located in the Oakland neighborhood of Pittsburgh. Pitt, Carnegie Mellon University, and some of our major hospitals (under the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center) are located within walking distance.

Check out our fact sheet for more information.

ABOUT PITTSBURGH
- The City of Pittsburgh has reinvented itself with strong industries including healthcare, education, technology, robotics, and financial services. In 2018, according to a yearly report by The Economist Intelligence Unit, Pittsburgh was named the 2nd Most Livable City in America (behind Honolulu).
- Pittsburgh has a thriving restaurant scene with acclaimed chefs ditching their New York City lifestyles and seeking opportunities here.
- The sports culture in Pittsburgh can put other cities to shame. With the Steelers six Superbowl titles, the Penguins five Stanley Cup titles, and the Pirates five World Series titles, we dub ourselves, the City of Champions.
- If sports are not your thing, Downtown Pittsburgh also has a bustling arts and culture scene.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
September 27 | O’Hara Student Center
4024 O’Hara Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15213

8:00 - 9:00 Check-in & Continental Breakfast
9:00 - 10:00 The Center for Medical Innovation (CMI) and MS-MPE Degree Connection
10:00 - 11:00 Collaborator/Industry/Student Presentations
11:00 - 12:00 Poster Session
12:00 - 1:00 Lunch
1:00 - 2:00 Q&A Discussions: CMI Industry/Research MS-MPE Educational
2:00 - 5:00 Optional Tour: CMI/MS-MPE

For more information, contact Erin Schuetz at eeschuetz@pitt.edu

RSVP:
Students: https://forms.gle/FX1fwhy6j6sSEUReA
Partners: https://forms.gle/LQ8Xu7fBLoyzGSET6